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Figure Correction of a Quartz Sub-Mirror for a
Transmissive Diffractive Segmented Telescope

by Reactive Ion Figuring
Qian Luo , Zhiwei Li, Xiang Wu, Junming Shao, Bin Fan, Shibin Wu, and Junfeng Du

Abstract— A quartz sub-mirror was figure-corrected in a1

parallel removal process for the first time. An Reactive Ion2

Figuring (RIF) process with a simple and universal masking3

method was demonstrated, and the 350-mm quartz sub-mirror4

was figure-corrected from the initial figure error of ∼23 nm5

RMS to the final figure error of ∼8 nm RMS in total effective6

figuring time of ∼52 minutes after 4 iterations, which exhibited7

the actual potential of RIF on the figure-correction of quartz8

optical elements and the possibility on applying RIF to meet the9

requirement of mass production for sub-mirrors of transmissive10

diffractive segmented telescopes.11

Index Terms— Reactive ion figuring, transmissive diffractive12

lens, figure correction, semiconductor industry, removal function,13

optimization algorithm.14

I. INTRODUCTION15

W ITH the increasing demand for space-based remote16

sensing sensitivity and resolution, space telescope aper-17

ture is becoming larger and larger [1]. Large aperture space18

telescope designs using transmissive diffractive optics and19

segmented-mirror technology have been proposed [2], [3].20

Generally, a transmissive diffractive lens composed of a series21

of shallow and closely spaced grooves on the surface and22

a flat, thin underlying substrate, not a curved shape like23

conventional refractive and reflective components [3], [4].24

Transmissive diffractive lenses can tolerate centimeter-scale25

ripples perpendicular to the substrate without significant focal26

spot distortion, which is equal to a relaxation by more than two27

orders of magnitude compared to a reflective component [3].28

Meanwhile, optical segmented-mirror technology [5] can avoid29

the considerable problems encountered in the fabrication of30

a large, monolithic primary mirror. With the increase of the31

aperture of transmissive diffractive telescopes in future, for32

instance, up to 40 m (a similar level with E-ELT [6]), there33

will be thousands of segments with ∼1 m aperture requiring34
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<20 nm RMS form accuracy and better than 1 nm RMS 35

roughness. 36

So far, there has been much work on using polymer 37

materials for improved surfaces that are compatible with 38

substrates [7], [8]. But the fine figure correction constitutes 39

the bottleneck stage in the optical fabricating chain. The 40

state-of-the-art technologies like Ion Beam Figuring (IBF) [9], 41

Magnetorheological Finishing (MRF) [10], [11] or CNC pol- 42

ishing processes [12], still need tens to hundreds of hours 43

to figure a meter-class component, which arise from their 44

insufficient throughput and the slow, point-by-point scanning 45

removal mode, along with high cost of running and mainte- 46

nance. Therefore, some alternative figuring processes mainly 47

based on chemical removal mechanism, such as Reactive Ion 48

Beam Etching (RIBE) [13], Plasma Jet Chemical Etching 49

(PJCE) [14] and Reactive Atom Plasma (RAP) [15], were 50

proposed to obtain higher material removal rate. However, 51

the point-by-point scanning removal mode were still used 52

in these alternative figuring processes, which means that the 53

disadvantage of current figuring technologies for meter-class 54

components has not yet been overcome. 55

Recently, a novel alternative figuring technology called 56

Reactive Ion Figuring (RIF) with the parallel removal mode, 57

a full-aperture tool and the chemical removal mechanism was 58

proposed, which arose from Reactive Ion Etching (RIE) widely 59

used in semiconductor industry for pattern transfer, combining 60

with various masking methods. 61

II. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 62

In this letter, a quartz sub-mirror was figure-corrected in a 63

parallel removal process for the first time. An Reactive Ion 64

Figuring (RIF) process with a simple and universal masking 65

method was demonstrated. Polyimide (PI) membrane sub- 66

strates have been figure-corrected by RIF to the final figure 67

error of 17∼20 nm rms in total effective figuring time of 68

several minutes [16], [17]. This RIF process presents the 69

advantages of a non-contact tool combined with high material 70

removal rate and repeatability at nanometer level, which has 71

been proved in semiconductor industry [18]. For instance, the 72

removal rate of PI can achieve 60 nm/min, and that of quartz 73

can achieve 30 nm/min in conventional experiments. 74

As shown in Fig. 1, the reason that the RIF process can 75

be applied to meter-class sub-mirrors is the simultaneous full- 76

aperture tool, i.e., the aperture of the removal tool equals to 77
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Fig. 1. Schematic of (a) the material removal mechanism of RIF; (b) the
figuring mechanism of the point-by-point scanning mode; (c) a substrate with a
sunken surface profile; (d) the paths of the beam spot when a sunken surface
was figured by the scanning mode; (e) figuring a sunken surface by RIF;
(f) cross-section of (e).

the aperture of the sample. For a 350-mm aperture mirror,78

the aperture of the removal tool is 350 mm; while for a79

1-m aperture mirror, that is 1 m. That’s because the material80

removal mechanism of RIF is the same as RIE: active particles81

reached the surface of the workpiece chemically react with82

atoms on the surface over the full aperture, and generated83

volatile products are evacuated subsequently, in which the84

exposed matter on the surface is removed. In a word, the85

removal of RIF can occur simultaneously at each point of86

the optical surface and be applied to typical optical materials.87

Considering that RIE has exhibited an excellent performance88

in semiconductor industries [18], RIF naturally possesses high89

material removal rates, nanometer-level removal accuracy and90

repeatability. Furthermore, different from the current point-91

by-point scanning figuring technologies which make use of92

sub-aperture tool footprint and depend on process type and93

spatial frequencies to correct, the material removal in RIF94

simultaneously occurs over the full aperture and variable95

distributions of masking layers are used to define protected96

regions and removed regions so as to remove a defined amount97

of material selectively according to the map of figure errors.98

Generally, the material removal in RIF can be described99

briefly as:100

r (x, y) =
∑n

i=1
vi (x, y) ∗ Bi (x, y) ∗ ti (1)101

Bi (x, y) =
{

0 x, y ∈ Zi (x, y)

1 x, y /∈ Zi (x, y)
(2)102

where r(x,y) is the removal function and represents the heights103

in the figure error map; vi (x,y) describes the distribution of104

removal rates; Bi (x,y) can be called influence function which105

relates to the modified footprint in the i th figuring loop; ti is106

the figuring time in the i th figuring loop and Zi (x,y) is the107

distribution of masking layers in the i th figuring loop.108

Assuming that the initial surface of the preprocessed work-109

piece is E0(x,y), the surface of the workpiece after RIF in the110

nth figuring loop is En(x,y). 111

En (x, y) = E0 (x, y) −
∑n

i=1
vi (x, y) ∗ Bi (x, y)∗ti (3) 112

So the residual error of the surface after RIF in the nth 113

figuring loop will be: 114

RM SEn =
√∑m

n=1 [En (x, y) − �En�]2

N
(4) 115

�En� =
∑m

n=1 En(x, y)

N
(5) 116

Through the optimization algorithm, 117

Minimize nt 118

Subject to RM S En ≤ C 119

where C is the threshold of RMS of the surface after RIF. 120

Where t = ∑n
i=1 ti . 121

The optimal solution of the figuring time t and figuring loop 122

n is obtained, and the distribution planning of the masking 123

layer is optimal. 124

The figuring mechanism of the point-by-point scanning 125

mode is schematically shown in Fig. 1(b). Generally speaking, 126

the paths of the beam spot in the scanning mode have to 127

cover the entire surface. Actually, the greatest advantage of 128

the parallel removal mode in RIF relative to the scanning 129

mode is the unmatched figuring efficiency for a surface with 130

a sunken area or several pinholes shown in Fig. 1(c). If the 131

sunken surface profile with a dozen of nanometers depth 132

located on the surface of a meter class component requires 133

to be figured, the figuring time using a scanning removal 134

mode will be close to the consuming time in which a tool 135

scans over nearly the entire surface, as shown in Fig. 1(d), 136

for instance, dozens of hours in IBF [19]; In the contrast, 137

the figuring time using the RIF parallel removal mode for the 138

meter-class component will be only several minutes distributed 139

in several loops, and there is almost no figuring time increase 140

compared with the total figuring time of RIF for a small 141

aperture sample. Schematics of figuring the sunken surface by 142

RIF are shown in Fig. 1(e) and 1(f), respectively. As shown 143

in Fig. 1(e) and 1(f), a masking layer is fabricated on the 144

sunken area at a selected depth, and therefore, the surface 145

region covered by the masking layer will not be influenced in 146

this loop while the other uncovered region will be thinned in 147

several minutes until the surface profile line reaches around 148

the level of the masking layer. 149

III. PROCESS FLOW 150

The schematic of the RIF procedure was shown in Fig. 2, 151

and the process of fabricating the masking layer was demon- 152

strated in Fig. 3. 153

The transmitted wave-front error map of the quartz sub- 154

mirror was measured by an interferometer in phase A. Gener- 155

ally, the map of transmitted wave-front errors can reveal the 156

variation of the substrate thickness, supposing that the values 157

of the refractive index over the full aperture have a negligible 158

fluctuation. Therefore, the 3D map of the full aperture could be 159

used to generate a series of 2D maps consist of thinner regions 160
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Fig. 2. Schematic of phases in RIF for the transmissive quartz element.
Phase A: the transmitted wave-front map was measured; phase B: four
distributions of 2D maps were simultaneously designed; phase C: the masking
layers were fabricated and fixed onto the surface of the substrate; phase D: the
substrate was figure-corrected and the residual masking layers were stripped.

Fig. 3. Photographs of (a) a piece of PI membrane, (b) the tailored PI
membrane, and (c) the fixed PI masking layer on the transmitted sub-mirror.

and thicker regions. In this schematic, four distributions of 2D161

maps were simultaneously produced from the initial transmit-162

ted wave-front map in phase B. In phase C, a piece of PI163

membrane with the same size (Fig. 3(a))as the quartz sub-164

mirror was first tailored to the shape of the 1st 2D map,165

and the parts of the PI membrane corresponding to thicker166

regions was cut off and stripped while those corresponding to167

thinner regions remained, as shown in Fig. 3(b). Subsequently,168

the tailored PI membrane was fixed onto the surface of the169

quartz element by tapes after an alignment of simple marks170

by mechanical parts, as shown in Fig. 3(c). Consequently, the171

removed regions of the designed 2D map, i.e. thicker regions,172

were exposed, and the protected regions of that, i.e. thinner173

regions, were covered by PI membrane. Next, in an RIF174

reactor, the material on the surface of the exposed regions175

was removed according to the removal amount determined in176

the previous design phase B, and that on the surface of the177

covered regions kept no change owing to the masking effect.178

Therefore, a fully deterministic surface figuring was achieved179

and the residual PI membrane was stripped in phase D after the180

parallel removal. Next, the flow turned to phase C of the 2nd181

loop from phase D of the 1st loop and a new piece of tailored182

PI membrane according to the 2nd 2D map was fixed onto the183

substrate which has been figured in the 1st loop. A distribution184

of protected regions and removed regions accorded with the185

design of the 2nd 2D map was produced onto the surface186

Fig. 4. Actual and simulated figuring residual errors of 350-mm effective
aperture quartz substrate: (a) initial wavefront error, (b) (c) (d) (e) actual
figuring residual errors in the ith figuring loop, (f) (g) (h) (i) simulated figuring
residual errors in the ith figuring loop.

of the sub-mirror. Consequently, the process in each phase 187

was implemented successively, as shown in Fig. 2, until the 188

final loop finished, and the transmitted wave-front map of 189

the figured sub-mirror was measured again when the flow 190

came back to phase A. The measured result would determine 191

whether the figure-correction procedure needed to be finished 192

or continue with a new iteration. 193

The technological conditions of this experiment are as fol- 194

lows: the transmitted wave-front maps of the quartz substrate 195

were measured by an interferometer (Zygo GPI600). RIF per- 196

formed in a customized, 650-mm aperture capacitively coupled 197

plasma (CCP) reactor (Beijing jinshengweina Technology Co., 198

Ltd). The etching gases were the mixture of trifluoromethane 199

and oxygen in a ratio of 5:1. The flowing rate of the etching 200

gases was set to 180 sccm, the RF power was 1000 W and the 201

chamber pressure was 1.0 Pa. The maximum removal depth 202

was ∼300 nm in the whole figuring process and the removal 203

rate in our experiments was ∼6 nm/min. 204

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 205

In order to expand the application range of full-aperture 206

plasma optical figuring technology, A 350-mm effective aper- 207

ture quartz substrate was figure-corrected by RIF. The fixed 208

threshold C is set to be less than or equal to 10nm, and the 209

figuring loop i of A 350-mm effective aperture quartz substrate 210

is 4 through optimization algorithm. 211

Taking i = 4, which means using four free-measurement 212

iterative processes to verify the figuring methods above. 213

A 350-mm effective aperture quartz substrate with initial 214

wavefront error ∼23.4 nm RMS (Fig. 4(a)) is fabricated 215

to validate the figuring performance. Fig. 4(b), Fig. 4(c), 216

Fig. 4(d)and Fig. 4(e) show that, After 4 rounds of figur- 217

ing iteration, actual figuring residual errors are ∼15.7 nm, 218

∼12.8nm, ∼10.3 nm and ∼8.1 nm RMS. Respectively, 219

Fig. 4(f), Fig. 4(g), Fig. 4(h)and Fig. 4(i) show that, After 220

4 rounds of figuring iteration, simulated residual errors are 221

∼15.2 nm, ∼12.7nm, ∼10.1 nm and ∼8.1 nm RMS. 222

After 4 figuring iterations, the initial wavefront error 223

of ∼23.4 nm RMS was reduced to ∼8.1 nm RMS. The 224

mean effective figuring time per iteration was ∼13 minutes. 225
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TABLE I

SUMMARY TABLE OF RIF RESULTS

The residual error map can be observed in Fig. 3(e) and a226

residual figure error of 8.1 nm (λ/78) RMS and 90 nm PV is227

obtained with a total effective figuring time of ∼52 minutes.228

The total effective process time in the whole procedure lasted229

∼16.5 hours for an RMS convergence ratio of 65.3%. The230

effective figuring time means the time of removing materials231

by plasma in the chamber while the effective process time232

includes the time for measurement, pattern design, masking233

layer fabrication and loading. More details about the procedure234

steps are given in Table I.235

The rapid figuring capability has been previously demon-236

strated on surface areas up to 350-mm diameter, which showed237

the actual potential for large segment class figuring. Based238

on the independence of the figuring time with the aperture239

of elements in the RIF process, the most important potential240

application of the RIF process is the figure correction of241

meter-class optical surfaces. This can be uniquely achieved by242

exploiting its high material removal rates, full aperture removal243

mode and proven nanometer-level repeatability.244

V. CONCLUSION245

A 350-mm quartz sub-mirror was figure-corrected in a par-246

allel removal process for the first time. The 350-mm aperture247

quartz substrate was figure-corrected by RIF from the initial248

figure error of ∼23 nm RMS to the final figure error of249

∼8 nm RMS in total effective figuring time of ∼52 minutes.250

Theoretically, RIF can be applied to the figure correction of251

flat surfaces and curved surfaces with a small rise of arch,252

and most of optical material can be removed easily in reactive253

plasma, including quartz and SiC. The simple and convenient254

process based on the masking layer with commercial PI film255

proposed in this letter can be easily applied into the figuring256

of other optical elements: the adaptable masking-layer-forming257

method would be hardly affected by the shape and material of258

optical elements, which simplified the masking-layer-forming259

process of RIF, lowered the cost of masking-layer fabrication260

dramatically and provided a universal solution for all kind261

of optical elements with various materials and shapes due to262

its convenience and adaptability. Depending on the simplified 263

process, a nearly 10 hour duration for meter-class optical fabri- 264

cation could be expected after a further optimization of process 265

parameters and facilities due to the similar figuring time for 266

mirrors with any size in RIF. The RIF of optical elements with 267

various materials, even metal, will be investigated in future. 268
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